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Two-dimensional sideband Raman cooling and Zeeman-state preparation in an optical lattice
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A method of sideband Raman cooling to the vibrational ground state of them50 Zeeman sublevel in a
far-detuned two-dimensional optical lattice is proposed. In our scheme, the Raman coupling between vibra-
tional manifolds of the adjacent Zeeman sublevels is shifted to the red sideband due to the ac Stark effect
induced by a weak pump field. Thus cooling and optical pumping tom50 are achieved by purely optical
means with coplanar cw laser beams. The optical lattice and cooling parameters are estimated in the framework
of simple theoretical models. An application of the transverse sideband cooling method to frequency standards
is discussed. Coherent population trapping for the sideband Raman transitions between the degenerate vibra-
tional levels is predicted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser-cooled atoms play a critical role in modern fr
quency standards such as atomic fountains@1#. As is well
known, Sisyphus-type cooling in optical molasses with p
larization gradients results in atoms with temperatures co
sponding to tens of the single-photon recoil energies« r
5(\k)2/2M ~for example,T;30« r /kB;3 mK in the case
of Cs @2#!. Even lower temperatures can be achieved
velocity-selective methods@3–5#. These methods, howeve
require more complicated technical implementations@4#.

Recently, Hamannet al. @6# demonstrated an elegant an
efficient method of cooling atoms to the vibrational grou
state of a far-off-resonance two-dimensional optical latti
Their method is a variant of Raman sideband cooling@7#,
based on transitions between the vibrational manifolds
adjacent Zeeman substates. A static magnetic field is use
tune the Zeeman levels, so that Raman resonance occu
the red sideband and results in cooling. Two circularly p
larized fields are then used to recycle the atoms for repet
Raman cooling. The cooling operates in the Lamb-Dicke
gime with cw laser beams, and does not require phase-loc
lasers; a transverse temperature of about 950 nK
achieved.

Stimulated by the concepts and results from Ref.@6#, we
propose a variant of transverse sideband cooling. The b
difference from the method of Ref.@6# is that a linearly po-
larized pumping field, detuned from resonance, now play
twofold role. It provides both optical pumping back to th
m50 magnetic sublevel, and it causes a uniform ac St
shift that replaces the external magnetic field-induced Z
man shift that was used in Ref.@6#. The main advantage
consists of the flexibility of optical methods of the atom
state control. For example, in our scheme, changing the
larization from linear to circular and the direction of th
pumping beam, we can accumulate all atoms in the ou
most Zeeman substatem5F.

One promising application of this technique is for tw
dimensional cooling of atoms in an atomic fountain, or fo
1050-2947/2001/63~3!/033402~7!/$15.00 63 0334
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space-based atomic clock. More precisely, the method ca
used to cool an atomic sample down to sub-mK temperatures
in the transverse directions before launching the cold ato
into the Ramsey interaction region. For the long Rams
periods that could be used in an atomic clock in space,
ducing the transverse spread would substantially increase
number of atoms in the detection region. In this conte
Hamannet al.’s original scheme has some disadvantag
These atoms are accumulated in the stretchedm5F substate
of the F54 ground-state hyperfine level of Cs; a perturbi
magnetic field is used; and the system also requires tha
pumping and repumping beams propagate orthogonal to
cooling plane~i.e. down the axis of the clock!, which would
perturb atoms drifting through the Ramsey region. New
proposed atomic-fountain clocks on Earth and clocks p
posed for space will use multiple balls of atoms in the Ra
sey region, so there would be atoms in the Ramsey ca
undergoing state interrogation while other atoms are s
prepared and detected. In this case the out-of-plane l
beams and magnetic field would produce unacceptable
quency shifts. Some of these problems are of a techn
character, and could be solved by different methods. For
stance, atoms might be transferred fromuF54,m54& to
uF54,m50& without additional heating by the adiabat
passage technique@8#, and the Ramsey region might be a
equately isolated from the magnetic field. However, t
problem of the light beams down the clock axis is a mo
fundamental problem. Our scheme avoids these probl
without additional technical complications, while maintai
ing most of the attractive features. In particular, in t
present version, only cw lasers lying in the cooling plane
used, there is no magnetic field, and atoms are prepare
them50 substate. Since the linear polarization of the pum
ing field coincides~must coincide! with the orientation of the
clock’s magnetic field (C field! in the Ramsey region
switching between the Stark- and Zeeman-shifted subst
will not produce any mixing.

In Sec. II, we discuss the proposed lattice and cool
parameters in the framework of a simple theoretical mod
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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The optimal magnitudes of the Raman transition amplitu
the pumping field intensity, and the detuning are fou
These analytical results are then confirmed by numerical
culations for a more realistic model of theF→F85F tran-
sition. In addition, we find that coherence between dege
ate ~or nearly degenerate! lower vibrational levels can lead
under certain conditions, to significant changes in the coo
efficiency and cooling time. The proposed cooling meth
may also prove useful for atom optics by providing a hig
brightness well-collimated source of atoms, or for gene
purposes of quantum-state control in a nondissipative op
lattice.

II. OPTICAL LATTICE

The field configuration used for the optical lattice consi
of three linearly polarized beams having equal amplitu
and propagating in thexy plane with angles of 2p/3 between
them ~Fig. 1!. The polarization vectors of these beams a

FIG. 1. ~a! Field geometry. The basic optical lattice is formed
three coplanar beams that are linearly polarized along thez axis.
The small in-plane component of the polarizations~the tilt angle is
indicated byf) induces the Raman coupling. The pumping a
repumping beams also propagate in thexy plane and have anez

linear polarization.~b! The field detunings for the case of133Cs are
the following: the lattice beams are far detuned to the red side of
F54→Fmax8 55 transition of theD2 line; the pumping field is
tuned to the blue side of theF54→F954 transition of theD1 line;
and the repumping field is tuned in resonance with theF53→F8
54 transition of theD2 line.
03340
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tilted through a small anglef with respect to thez axis. The
resulting field can be written as

E~r ,t !5E0E~r !exp~2 ivLt !1c.c

E~r !5ez(
i 51

3

exp~ ik i•r !1tan~f!(
i 51

3

ei exp~ ik i•r !, ~1!

wherek i and tan(f)ei are the wave vectors and the in-plan
components of the polarization of thei th beam, respectively
All the beams have the same frequencyvL , far detuned to
the red of theD2 resonance line.

As was shown in Ref.@9#, if the detuning is much greate
than the hyperfine splitting of the excited state, then the
tical potential for the ground state takes the form

ÛF52
2

3
usuE~r !u21

i

3
usg~F !@E~r !* 3E~r !#•F̂. ~2!

Here g(F)5@F(F11)1J(J11)2I (I 11)#/@F(F11)#
whereF, J, and I are the total, the electron and the nucle
angular momenta of the ground state, respectively, andF̂ is
the angular-momentum operator. The single-beam light s
us52AI/D, defined as in Ref.@9#, is proportional to the
single-beam light intensityI, and inversely proportional to
the detuningD5vL2vF,F

max8 . For theD2 line of 133Cs the

constantA'1.5« r GHz/(mW cm22).
To zeroth order in tan(f)!1, the field @Eq. ~1!# is lin-

early polarized alongez everywhere, and the vector term i
Eq. ~2! vanishes, resulting in the isotropic optical potentia

Û (0)52
4

3
usF3

2
1 cos~A3kx!1 cosSA3kx23ky

2 D
1 cosSA3kx13ky

2 D G . ~3!

In other words, contrary to the field configuration of Ref.@6#,
all the Zeeman sublevels have the same optical shift. For
detuningsD,0, the minima of potential~3! form a lattice
consisting of equilateral triangles with a side 2l/3 ~one of
them has the coordinatesx5y50).

In the general case, the atomic motion in a periodic p
tential leads to an energy band structure. However, for
tentials with a periodicity of the order of the light wave
lengthl and with a depth much larger than the recoil ener
« r (6us in the case under consideration!, both the tunneling
probability and width are exponentially small for bands clo
to a potential minimum. Hence, instead of a lattice with e
ergy bands, we can consider vibrational levels arising fr
independent potential wells. The spectrum of the lower l
els can be defined, with good accuracy, from the harmo
expansion in the vicinity of the well’s bottom,

Û (0)'us@2613k2~X21Y2!#,

where X and Y are the displacements from the minimum
This expansion corresponds to a two-dimensional isotro

e
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIDEBAND RAMAN COOLING AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 033402
harmonic oscillator with the frequency\vv5A12us« r . Due
to the isotropy, thenth energy level isn11 times degener-
ate. If the energy separation between adjacent vibratio
levels is much greater than the recoil energy, the charac
istic size of lower vibrational states isl 5A\/Mvv!l. In
this case we have strong localization, and the Lamb-Di
regime holds.

III. SIDEBAND RAMAN COOLING

Raman transitions between vibrational levels of adjac
magnetic substates are induced by the small in-plane com
nent of the field@Eq. ~1!#. To first order in tan(f), the vector
part of Eq.~3! gives the correction

Û (1)5 1
3 usg~F !tan~f!M ~r !•F̂, ~4!

where M has the components Mx

52A3@cos(3ky/2)sin(A3kx/2)1 sin(A3kx)#, and M y

56 sin(3ky/2)cos(A3kx/2). Since this term conserves th
symmetry of the main potential@Eq. ~3!#, each well in the
lattice obeys the same conditions for the Raman transitio
For the lower vibrational levels we use a first-order appro
mation with respect to the displacementsX and Y from the
minimum

Û (1)'3usg~F !tan~f!k~XF̂x1YF̂y!

5 3
2 usg~F !tan~f!k@~X2 iY!F̂11~X1 iY!F̂2#,

~5!

where F̂6 are the standard raising and lowering angul
momentum operators. The operatorÛ (1) has off-diagonal el-
ements both for the vibrational and magnetic quantum nu
bers, inducing transitions with the selection rulesDn561
andDm561 ~for a quantization axis alongez). In order of
magnitude, the Raman transition rate between the lower
brational levels isUR5ustan(f)kl. As shown in Refs.@9,6#,
sideband cooling and coherent quantum-state control req
this rate to be much greater than the spontaneous scatt
rate of lattice photons,gs56Gus /D, whereG is the natural
width. In our latticeUR /gs'0.2tan(f)D/G(« r /us)

1/4.
Two other important requirements for efficient Ram

sideband cooling are a spatially independent energy shi
the magnetic sublevels and optical pumping. To achi
these, we propose to use another optical field, known as
pump beam, linearly polarized along thez axis, propagating
in the cooling plane, and detuned by severalG to the blue of
the F→F95F transition of theD1 line @10# ~Fig. 1!. In this
case them50 sublevel is dark and unshifted, while the ot
ers undergo the light shifts

dm5m2
DpVp

2

G2/41Dp
2

,

where Vp is the Rabi coupling for theuF,m561&→uF9
5F,m9561& transitions, andDp is the detuning of the
pump field. With a proper choice ofVp andDp , the states
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um50,n11& and um561,n& will have the same energy
which leads to an efficient transition between them due
the Raman coupling. The cooling picture is completed by
optical pumping, which provides relaxation from
um561,n& to um50,n& @see Fig. 2~a!#. The vibrational
quantum numbern is conserved in this process due to t
fact that atoms are in the Lamb-Dicke regime. It is importa
to note that, contrary to Ref.@6#, in our case several level
are cooled simultaneously due to the isotropy of the poten
Û (0) @Eq. ~3!#. If vv@UR the stateum50,n50& is approxi-
mately dark, and the majority of the atoms are eventua
pumped into this target state. Thus the described coo
method can be viewed as a version of dark-state cool
Aspects of this cooling scheme that distinguish it from th

FIG. 2. ~a! Scheme of the sideband Raman cooling. Ram
transitions are shown by tilted arrows, connectingum50,n& to um
561,n85n21& states. The transitions induced by the pumpi
field ~solid lines! and spontaneous transitions~dashed lines! provide
relaxation back to theum50,n50& state. The Zeeman sublevels a
shown shifted by the optial Stark effect of the pump laser field.~b!
Simple double-L system model. Statesu1&, u3&, andu5& are within
the oddL system and are connected by the radiative transitio
which are shown by solid lines. Similarly, the radiative transitio
within the even setsu2&, u4&, u6& are shown by dashed lines. Tran
sitions between theL systemsu2&↔u5& and u1&↔u6& are both
caused by the Raman coupling.~The dots indicate the off-resonan
transitionsu1&↔u6&).
2-3
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of Ref. @6# are that: the cooling will be more efficient be
cause more levels are involved, the final pumping is to a d
statem50, and only laser fields in a plane perpendicular
the quantization axis are used.

To insure that there are no additional constraints and
estimate the cooling parameters, we consider a simple t
retical model based on the double-L system@see Fig. 2~b!#.
This simplified case allows an analytical treatment of
problem. We find a steady-state solution to the generali
optical Bloch equations involving the light-induced an
spontaneous transitions and the Raman coupling. We are
marily interested in the limits

Dp@G; vv@Ur , ~6!

because in this case the light shift exceeds the field broa
ing and we can shift the statesu2& and u5& into degeneracy
with negligible perturbation of stateu1&. Under these condi-
tions, the solution gives the following results:~i! the popu-
lation of the target stateu1& is maximal at exact resonanc
Vp

2/Dp5vv @see Fig. 3~a!#; ~ii ! on resonance, the total popu

FIG. 3. ~a! The target state populationp1 and the cooling rate
are plotted vs the optical shift in the case of the double-L system
model for parametersDp55G, vv50.01G, and UR50.001G. ~b!
The target state populationp1 and the cooling rate are plotted v
the Rabi frequency for exact resonance. The parameters arvv
50.01G andUR50.001G.
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lation of the states coupled with light is small, and equal
(UR /vv)2, the probability for off-resonance Raman trans
tions u1&→u6& multiplied by a factor 4; and~iii ! the popula-
tion of state u2& contains two terms—p251/2(UR /vv)2

11/16(gp /vv)2. The second term is determined by the ra
of the width imposed by light,gp5GVp

2/Dp
2 , to the vibra-

tional frequencyvv . As a result, the target state populatio
is close to unity:

p1'12a~UR /vv!22b~G/Dp!2. ~7!

The coefficients area53/2 andb51/16 in the case of the
double-L system model.

We now turn to an estimate of the cooling dynamic
Instead of looking for a temporal solution of the Bloch equ
tions (d/dt)r5L̂r for the atomic density matrixr andL̂ for
the corresponding Liouvillian superoperator, we find the s
tistically averaged transition timet5*0

`(r(t)2r(`))dt

@11#. This matrix obeys the equationsL̂t5r(`)2r(0),
wherer(`) is the steady-state solution andr(0) is the initial
distribution ~we set p15p25p55p651/4, and the other
elements equal to zero att50). The cooling rate can be
associated with the inverse transition time for theu1& state
gcool5t1

21. As a function of the optical frequency shift, th
cooling rate is a Lorentzian curve with a widt
;A1/4gp

217UR
2 @see Fig. 3~a!#. Exactly on resonance, an

in the limits of Eqs.~6! Dp5Vp
2/vv , and gcool takes the

form

gcool5a
gpUR

2

gp
21bUR

2
. ~8!

Calculations within the framework of the double-L system
give a58 andb528. This dependence of the cooling ra
on gp andUR can be understood qualitatively if we consid
the cooling as an optical pumping into the dark sta
Obviously, because other parameters do not appea
conditions~6!, the cooling rate is determined entirely by th
optical pumping rategp and the Raman transitions rateUR .
If UR@gp , an atom passes from stateu2& to stateu5& very
quickly, and the cooling rate is proportional to the rate of t
slower process of repumping from statesu5& to u1&. In the
inverse limit UR!gp , the slowest process is the transitio
u2&→u5&. The corresponding rate, however, is not equal
UR , but is suppressed by the factorUR /gp . That can be
explained as the inhibition of quantum transitions due to c
tinuous measurements on the final stateu5& ~quantum Zeno
effect @12#!. The cooling rategcool as a function ofVp
~on resonance! is shown in Fig. 3~b!; gcool achieves a maxi-
mum gcool

max5URa/(2Ab) at the optimal Rabi coupling
Vp

opt5(b)21/4vvAG/UR.
The above-described laws for the target-state popula

and for the cooling dynamics are confirmed by numeri
calculations for a more realistic model of theF→F85F
cycling transition with a limited number of vibrational leve
of the two-dimensional~2D! oscillator taken into account
More precisely, we consider systems of equations for
steady-state density matrixr(`) and for the transition time
2-4
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matrix t, taking into account for all possible coherences a
populations. Including all terms gives a large system
algebraic equations, which can be solved for a fixed se
parameters by numerical methods. We use the LU~lower-
upper! decomposition method. The numerical results are
ted by formulas~7! and~8! very well. The fitting coefficients
a, b, a, andb depend on the angular momentumF and on
the initial distribution among the vibrational levels. The r
sults, corresponding to the three lowest vibrational lev
~with initially equal populations!, are presented in Table I.

In principle, two factors limit the number of vibrationa
levels which participate efficiently in the cooling: both th
anharmonicity and the violation of the Lamb-Dicke regim
become appreciable for higher vibrational levels. The sec
factor is the more stringent limitation, and givesn*
'0.1\vv /« r as an estimate for the maximal vibration
number.

It should be noted that a stray magnetic field can limit
cooling efficiency by breaking the level degeneracy. To
negligible, the Zeeman shift due to any stray magnetic fi
should be less than the Raman transition rateUR , or the
width imposed by the pumping fieldgp , which are of the
same order of magnitude for optimal cooling.

To provide the cyclic interaction of the atoms with th
pump field, repumping from the other hyperfine level is ne
essary. For this we propose using another light beam tune
resonance with aF→F85F11 transition of theD2 line.
This beam is linearly polarized alongez and runs in thexy
plane. For example, if the pumping field operates on theF
54→F954 of the D1 line of Cs, the repumping field is
applied to theF53→F854 transition of theD2 line. To
minimize effects of optical pumping on the other hyperfi
level, the intensity of the repumping field should be chos
close to the saturation intensity. It is noteworthy that in o
lattice the potentials for both hyperfine levels have the sa
spatial dependence, and consequently the requirement o
repump intensity is not as stringent as in Ref.@6#.

For purposes of illustration we can give numerical estim
tions for 133Cs (G'2p5 MHz and « r /\'2p2 kHz). If
we take the lattice beam detuningD522p10 GHz ~from
the F54→F855 transition of theD2 line! and an intensity
I5500 mW/cm2, then the single-beam Stark shiftus
'75« r'2p\150 kHz. The lattice has a depth 6us5450« r
'2p\900 kHz, and thus supports approximately 15 bou
levels with an energy separation\vv530« r'2p\60 kHz.
With the tilt angle tan(f)'0.1, the Raman transition rate
UR'0.1\vv , providing the figure of meritUR /gs'12@1.
The stray magnetic field must be controlled to the level o
few mG or less. In the case of Cs the pumping field sho

TABLE I. The fitting parameters for different transitionsF
→F95F.

F a b a b

1 3.0 0.13 6.0 27
2 2.6 0.13 4.6 27
3 2.5 0.13 4.1 27
4 2.4 0.13 3.8 27
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be applied to theF54→F954 transition of theD1 line. The
repumping field should be tuned to resonance on theF53
→F854 transition of theD2 line, and have an intensity
;10 mW/cm2 in order to saturate the transitions from a
Zeeman sublevels. The optimal pumping field detuningDp

'0.2Gvv /UR'2G and intensityIp'8 mW/cm2 give the
cooling rategcool'0.4UR'2p2.2 kHz, and a time oft
'gcool

21 '1024 s. For these conditions our analysis predic
that approximately 95% of the population will accumulate
the target stateuF54,m50,n50&, with lower levels having
vibrational numbers up ton* '0.1\vv /« r'3.

IV. COHERENCE BETWEEN VIBRATIONAL LEVELS

In the case of a symmetric field configuration for 2D a
3D lattices, a degeneracy of the vibrational energy-le
structure occurs. For a 2D lattice~for example, the field con-
figuration of Ref.@6# and our configuration! in the harmonic
approximation, thenth vibrational level containsn11 sub-
levels$um,nx1ny5n&%. We find that the coherence induce
between the degenerate or near-degenerate vibrational le
can play an important role, and significantly change the
ficiency of the resonance Raman coupling. For instance, c
sider a field configuration that differs from the scheme p
sented in Fig. 1~a! by the direction and polarization of th
pumping beam. Let this circularly polarized beam propag
along thez axis, as shown in Fig. 4~a!. In this case atoms are
optically pumped to the outermost Zeeman subst
um5F& @see Fig. 4~b!#. If we consider two degenerat
vibrational levels, for exampleum5F, nx51,ny50& and
um5F,nx50,ny51&, coupled by Raman transitions with th
unique stateum5F21,nx5ny50& @Fig. 5~a!#, we find that
there exists a superposition of the states of the degene
vibrational level,

uCNC&5um5F,nx50,ny51&1 i um5F,nx51,ny50&,

that is not coupled withum5F21,nx5ny50& by the opera-
tor Û (1) @Eq. ~5!#: Û (1)uCNC&50. Hence part of the popula
tion will be trapped in this superposition state, in analo
with well-known coherent population trapping in theL
scheme@13#. The result of such trapping is that the coolin
efficiency is reduced, i.e., the part of atoms accumulated
the target stateum5F, nx5ny50& will be significantly less
than unity. In the case of coupling between higher lev
um5F, nx1ny5n& andum5F21,nx1ny5n21&, there al-
ways exists a coherent superposition of the sublevelsum
5F, nx1ny5n&, for which the operator of the Raman tran
sitions is equal to zero, as it is for the light-inducedL chains
@14#. However, for higher vibrational levels the anharmon
ity has to be taken into account, and the degeneracy is
tially broken. If the vibrational energy levels are only near
degenerate, due to either the anharmonicity or the opt
lattice asymmetry, dark superpositions are not comple
stable due to the small energy splitting, and atoms eventu
2-5
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TAICHENACHEV, TUMAIKIN, YUDIN, AND HOLLBERG PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 033402
pass fromum5F, nx1ny5n& to um5F21,nx1ny5n21&.
But the corresponding transfer time will be greater than
normalUR

21 , leading to an increase of cooling time.
In the scheme presented in Fig. 1~a!, this unwanted coher

ence effect is avoided by the simultaneous Raman coup
of the two statesum50,nx1ny51& of the degenerate vibra
tional level, with the two other statesum561,nx5ny50&
with different amplitudes, as shown in Fig. 5~b!. It can be
seen from this figure that the dark superposition for the tr
sition with Dm521 is

~X1 iY!F̂2uCNC
(2)&50,

uCNC
(2)&5um50,nx50,ny51&1 i um50,nx51,ny50&.

For the transition withDm511, the uncoupled state i
given by

~X2 iY!F̂1uCNC
(1)&50,

uCNC
(1)&5um50,nx50,ny51&2 i um50,nx51,ny50&.

FIG. 4. ~a! Field configration for them5F Zeeman state prepa
ration. It differs from the scheme shown in Fig. 1~a! by the polar-
ization and direction of the pumping beam.~b! Light-induced, spon-
taneous, and Raman transitions between the vibrational leve
Zeeman substates for this case. The small circles on the vibrat
levels indicate the degree of degeneracy.
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The statesuCNC
(2)& and uCNC

(1)& are orthogonal, so no supe
position can be made which nullifies the Raman coupl
operator Û (1) @Eq. ~5!#. We also note that the coherenc
within the vibrational structure might be very useful for oth
purposes, for instance in quantum state preparation.

V. CONCLUSION

Concluding, we have proposed a scheme for 2D Ram
sideband cooling to the zero-point energy in a far-o
resonance optical lattice and a simultaneous pumping of
oms to them50 dark state. The main distinguishing featur
of our proposal is that the method uses a pumping field
Stark shift the Raman coupling to the red sideband, and t
accumulates cold atoms in them50 Zeeman sublevel. An
elementary theoretical consideration allowed us to calcu
the dependence for the cooling efficiency and for the cool
dynamics. Our estimates for a cold Cs show that for ea

of
al

FIG. 5. Scheme of Raman coupling between the lower vib
tional levels of adjacent Zeeman substates taking into accoun
degeneracy~a! in the case of them5F state preparation, and~b! in
the case of them50 state preparation. The relative amplitudes
the Raman transitions~solid lines! are indicated.
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realizable experimental parameters up to 95% of atoms
be accumulated in theuF54,m50,n50& state on a milli-
second time scale. This corresponds to a kinetic tempera
on the order of 100 nK after an adiabatic release from
lattice @15#. In addition, coherent population trapping b
tween degenerate vibrational levels has been predicted
the sideband Raman transitions.
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